
The X35 Official Firmware Release Note ( R1264 )

① Release date : May 29th, 2018
② The version of updated firmware : R1264
③ Refer to the below for the contents updated from R1176 to R1264

A. New Functions

1 CD Ripping Program Restructuring and Algorithm improvement

We restructured and far improved our software algorithm and code related to CD ripping. We are 

sure that the improved software(firmware) offers very high quality of CD ripping result as it checks 

data density of each track and manages CD Ripping Speed, and error by itself
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You can access to Genre, Mood and Temp on the info window when CD ripping. Typed info for them of 

the track 1 will be applied to next tracks in case that each area has no data  
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4 You can display list of i-Services, Playlist and Browser by text, coverart(Tiny, Small and big)

toggling TEXT/ART key of remote control

<For example, TIDAL>

   For the above, you can set up at SETUP menu like below

1) For i-Services, go to SETUP > Internet 

Service

5 User option for loading track number in the Qobuz

It used to load 50 songs only in start playing tracks in the Qobuz. We added user option

at SETUP, so that user could set track number to be loaded 

2) For Browser, go to SETUP > System
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B. Improvement

1 Clear the bug that Export function doesn't work properly if a special character like  '/' symbol exists
in the title or album name

2 Removed Mouse Pointer on the screen when a keyboard is connected
3 Improved that information of Alarm settings and Auto Shutdown should be stored in the Flash memory

of device inside, instead of MusicDB storage, so Alarm and Auto Shutdown function can work properly
even in case that there is no storage(MusicDB) in the device

Thank you very much!


